
Hebrew Reading 
2 Types of Syllables: 
 

Open Syllable- Cv (Consonant-Vowel) 

b'   te   w>1   l;   yKi    hd'   x] 
 

Closed Syllable- CvC (Consonant-Vowel-Consonant) 

!be  ba'  ryfi  bWv  l.pi2 ~x;  lKo 
 

Exception:  The vowel letter W may start a word. 

hm'W 
 

Dagesh 
1. Dagesh is the dot that occurs in a letter. There are two types of 

dagesh, weak and strong. 

2. Weak Dagesh changes the sound of the "Begadkepat" letters. 

B = b      b = v  ,      P = p    p = f   
3. Strong dagesh doubles the sound of a letter and may appear in 

most letters of the alphabet. 

L = ll         M  =  mm    B = bb       D  =  dd 
4. How to distinguish weak and strong dagesh: 

a. Weak dagesh occurs at the beginning of a word with the 

Begadkepat letters. 

tl,D,   Delet     !Be  Bën 
b. Strong dagesh usually occurs within a word. 

~yBir; raBBîm  lJeqi qi††ël 

                                                           

 
2 Shewa at the end of closed syllables is silent Shewa. 



Shewa 
1. There are two types of shewa: vocal and silent 

2. Vocal Shewa occurs in an open syllable 

w>     we      l.     le    B.     be 
3. Silent shewa occurs at the end of a closed syllable 

ar'q.yi   yiqrä´      lyDib.m;  maBdîl 
4. When there are two shewas in a row, the first is silent, the second 

is vocal 

hx'm.f.nIw>  veniSmeHâ 
5. A closed syllable at the end of a word usually does not have shewa 

 

Gutterals 
1. There are 5 letters in the alphabet that have special characteristics.  

They are called 'gutterals' because their sounds are made in the 

throat.  They are: 

h x a [ and r 
2. Gutterals usually do not double with dagesh.  Dagesh only very 

rarely occurs in gutterals. 

‚     a 
3. Gutterals do not take a vocal shewa, but the vowel changes to a 

half vowel. 

h.     h]      
4. Gutterals prefer to take 'a' vowels rather than 'i' or 'u'. 

xi     h; 
5. Gutterals at the end of a word often take 'Furtive Patah'. 

 

 

 



Furtive (sneaky) Patah 
When a gutteral (usually x) occurs at the end of a word, it often takes 

a patah, which is written slightly to the right of the letter and 

pronounced before the gutteral. 

x:Wr rûaH  x:yvim' mašîaH 
 

Mappiq 
Mappiq is a dot that only occurs in the letter h at the end of a word.  It 

indicates that the h is a consonant and not a vowel letter.  

hm'  = ma (h is silent)   Hm'  = mah (h is pronounced) 

 

Maqeph 
Maqeph is a horizontal line that joins two words (one of which is 

usually only one syllable). The two are pronounced together as one 

word (similar to an English hyphen).  

!ke-yhiy>w:    ~Aqm'-la, 
Soph Pasuq 

Soph pasuq is a mark that resembles a large colon.  Soph pasuq 

literally means "end of verse" and it is used to mark the end of a verse. 
 

ֶרץ׃ ָֽ אָּׁ ת הָּׁ ֵ֥ ִים ְוא  ַמַ֖ ת ַהשָּׁ ֵ֥    א 



Kethib – Qere 
When the Masoretes added the vowel points to the consonant text of 

the Hebrew Bible, they did not change the consonants at all because 

they held them to be sacrosanct.   

When they found what they considered a misspelling or corrupt text, 

they did not change the text.  Instead, they noted the correction in the 

margin (similar to a modern footnote). 

The uncorrected word in the text is called the "Kethib" (Written) and 

the corrected word in the margin is called the "Qere" (Read). 

The vowel points from the Qere were put into the text with the Kethib, 

even thought they often make the word unreadable. 

Examples: 

Est. 1:16  Kethib   !k'muwm. 
   Qere !kwmm 
   Read !k'Wmm. 
The Divine Name: Some Qere (called perpetual Qere) are so common 

that they are not put in the margin, but the reader is expected to know 

them.  The vowel points are still added to the Kethib. The most 

common is the Divine Name hwhy .  Ancient Hebrews would not 

pronounce the Divine Name.  And every time it occurred in the text, 

they would substitute the word yn'doa] (Lord).  The vowels from yn'doa] 
are added to the consonants hwhy which was probably pronounced 

Yahweh or Yahveh.  Some have mistakenly read this word with the 

vowels from the Qere to get the word Jehovah. 

hw"hoy> 
 

Accents 
There are many other marks in the Masoretic text.  Most of which are 

accents.  Accents tell where the stress of the word is when reading.  

Hebrew accents also tell divisions within verses and sometimes can be 

helpful for interpretation.  Many scholars think that accents somehow 

marked how the text was sung or chanted in ancient times.  For our 

purposes, we can ignore the Hebrew accents.  Most Hebrew words are 

accented on their final syllable with a few exceptions. 

 
 



Reading Practice and Hebrew Songs 
 

 

 tc;[]B; %l;h' al{ rv,a] vyaih'-yrev.a; WTT Psalm 1: 

 al{ ~ycile bv;Amb.W dm'[' al{ ~yaiJ'x; %r,d,b.W ~y[iv'r> 
`bv'y" 

 ~m'Ay hG<h.y< Atr'Atb.W Acp.x, hw"hy> tr;AtB. ~ai yKi 2 

`hl'y>l'w" 
 !TeyI Ayr>Pi rv,a] ~yIm' ygEl.P;-l[; lWtv' #[eK. hy"h'w> 3 

`x;ylic.y: hf,[]y:-rv,a] lkow> lAByI-al{ Whle['w> AT[iB. 
`x;Wr WNp,D>Ti-rv,a] #MoK;-~ai yKi ~y[iv'r>h' !ke-al{ 4 

 td;[]B; ~yaiJ'x;w> jP'v.MiB; ~y[iv'r> Wmquy"-al{ !Ke-l[; 5 

`~yqiyDIc; 
`dbeaTo ~y[iv'r> %r,d,w> ~yqiyDIc; %r,D, hw"hy> [;deAy-yKi 6 

 
 

Hinneh Mah Tov  Psalm 133:1 

 

bAj  hm;   hNEhi   
  tov  ma        hinney 

 

~y[in"     hm;W 
 naeem    uma 

 

~yxia;   tb,v, 
 acheem           shevet 

 

dx;y"     ~G: 
yachad         gam 

 

 

 

Behold how good 

 

 

 

and-how pleasant 

 

 

 

to-dwell  brothers 

(when brothers dwell) 

 

 

even/also  together 

(in unity) 



Psalm 23:1 

 

y[iro    hwhy 
   (yn"doa])    
roee        adonay 

 

 

rs'x.a,  al{ 
  echsar        lo 

 

 

 

The LORD  my-shepherd 

(the LORD is my shepherd) 

 

 

 

 

not  I will want 

(I will not want) 

 

 


